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Last week, I read an interest-
ing article about how smart hard-
ware can allow users to browse
anonymously and thus foil snoop-
ing from governments. I found it

on what looked like a
nifty new technology
site called Sugar-
String. 

Oddly enough,
while the article men-
tioned the need for

privacy for folks like Chinese dis-
sidents, it didn’t address the fact
that Americans might want the
same kind of protection. 

There’s a reason for that, al-
though not a very savory one. At
the bottom of the piece, there was
a graphic saying “Presented by
Verizon” followed by some teeny
type that said “This article was
written by an author contracted
by Verizon.”

As the DailyDot pointed out
last Tuesday, Verizon not only
backs the site, but also sets its
coverage agenda. And that agen-
da, according to an email recruit-
ing reporters for the site, did not
include reporting on domestic
spying and net neutrality, two of
the most vital issues in technol-
ogy. Those subjects were off the
table. 

You can guess why. Thanks to
Edward Snowden, we know that
Verizon turned over the phone
records of millions of people to
the American government with-
out their consent. And Verizon is
hardly neutral on the issue of net
neutrality, having successfully
sued to keep the F.C.C. from
blocking efforts to charge for a
fast lane for data traffic. 

After inquiries from various
news media outlets, Verizon fed
the editor who sent the recruiting
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By MARK SCOTT

LONDON — Poor cellphone
and Internet service is a fact of
life in many parts of Europe.

Less than a quarter of Euro-
peans can connect to high-speed
cellphone networks, compared
with about 90 percent of Ameri-
cans. And broadband connec-
tions are often painstakingly
sluggish.

But the prices here for these
services are among the lowest in
the world. Europeans spend an
average of $38 for a monthly cell-
phone contract, about half of
what Americans pay on average,
according to the Groupe Speciale
Mobile Association, an industry
group.

Now, though, the region’s top
policy makers are set to change

that, giving investment and cost-
lier services higher priorities
than affordability and antitrust
worries.

The details of their plans are
expected take shape now that a
new European Commission, the
executive arm of the European
Union, began its five-year term
on Saturday. An outline is al-
ready forming, accompanied by a
frenzy of deal making.

The commission’s new digital
chiefs recently expressed sup-
port for plans that would loosen
the region’s strict rules on tele-
com mergers. 

Several national politicians, in-
cluding Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel of Germany, are also willing
to see bigger telecom operators
— many of which are former
state monopolies — pick off
smaller, less-profitable rivals.

“We need to create a less frag-
mented market and incentivize
private companies to make the
necessary investments,” Andrus
Ansip, Europe’s new vice presi-
dent for the digital single market,

Europe Shifts
On Priorities
For Telecoms

Continued on Page 2

A focus on quality
over affordability and
antitrust concerns.

By LESLIE KAUFMAN

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Last week, with
the midterm elections fast approaching,
the conservative website Independent
Journal Review was not focused on the
control of the Senate or crucial statehouse
races. Instead, it led its home page with a
gruesome beheading on Long Island and a
video of a belligerent drunk being arrested
at a Dallas airport.

But sprinkled throughout the attention-
grabbing fare was a steady stream of arti-
cles critical of President Obama and other
Democrats. “Obama’s schedule from today
shows how toxic he is to Democrats run-
ning for Senate,” read one headline. An-
other asked, “Did Hillary intentionally talk
over a crowd singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
her?” (The sub-headline: “If elected presi-
dent, she would be the second oldest in his-
tory.”)

IJReview, a two-year-old site started by
a pair of Republican operatives, has
emerged as one of the most popular online
destinations for conservatives. The site
mixes entertaining, shareable topics like
pets through a conservative-values lens
(for example, a recent piece about a dog
helping to heal a sick veteran) with articles

A Young Website
Catches the Eyes
Of Conservatives
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By ALEXANDRA ALTER

The heroine of “Find Me I’m
Yours,” a new novel by Hillary Car-
lip, is a quirky young woman named
Mags who works at an online bridal
magazine and is searching for love in
Los Angeles.

But the story also has another, less
obvious protagonist: Sweet’N Low,
the artificial sweetener.

Sweet’N Low appears several
times in the 356-page story, in subtle
and not-so-subtle ways. In one scene,
Mags, a Sweet’N Low devotee,
shows off her nails, which she has
painted to resemble the product’s
pink packets. In another, she gets
teased by a co-worker for putting
Sweet’N Low in her coffee. 

“Hellooo, isn’t it bad for you?” the
friend asks. Mags replies that she
has researched the claims online and
found studies showing that the prod-
uct is safe: “They fed lab rats twen-
ty-five hundred packets of Sweet’N
Low a day … And still the F.D.A. or
E.P.A., or whatevs agency, couldn’t
connect the dots from any kind of
cancer in humans to my party in a
packet.”

The scene was brought to you by
the Cumberland Packing Corpora-
tion, the Brooklyn-based company
that makes Sweet’N Low. Cumber-
land Packing invested about $1.3 mil-
lion in “Find Me I’m Yours.”

Product placement in a novel
might strike some as unseemly. But
“Find Me, I’m Yours” is not like most
novels. It’s an e-book, a series of
websites and web TV shows, and a
vehicle for content sponsored by
companies. And if it succeeds, it 

E-Book Mingles Love and Product Placement

J. EMILIO FLORES FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Hillary Carlip, left, and Maxine Lapi-
duss co-founded Storyverse Studios,
the multimedia entertainment compa-
ny behind “Find Me I’m Yours.”
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On Tuesday, Mr. Dell will show what he has been up to
since the seven-month struggle with Mr. Icahn ended last
year. At a coming-out party in Austin, Tex., for the new Dell,
Mr. Dell will try to persuade people that his company is
about far more than the personal computers and computer
servers it has been known for, with products intended for
things as varied as the cloud computing networks of global
enterprises and handy personal devices.

It is a transformation Mr. Dell says he actually started
six years ago, spending $18 billion on 40 acquisitions, infuri-
ating investors like Mr. Icahn and confounding industry an-

By QUENTIN HARDY

A year after spending $24.9 billion taking his computer
company private, Michael S. Dell is gleeful to have his
namesake firm to himself. And to be done with Wall Street.

“This morning on the treadmill I was watching Bloom-
berg and CNBC, all the circus clowns,” Mr. Dell said in a re-
cent interview. His disdain for investment advice as en-
tertainment is obvious — so obvious that no one should
have been surprised that to get away from Wall Street’s in-
fluence, Mr. Dell endured a monthslong, often personal
campaign for a higher shareholder buyout price by the cor-
porate raider Carl C. Icahn.

DAMON WINTER/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dell’s Life After Wall Street
Michael Dell put up a long fight to take his company

private again. Now he has to make it successful.
On Tuesday, Mi-
chael Dell will
present his com-
pany’s plan for
its shareholder-
free future.

Continued on Page 8
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Last week, I read an interesting article 
about how smart hardware can allow us-
ers to browse anonymously and thus foil 

snooping from governments. I found it on what 
looked like a nifty new technology site called 
sugarstring.

Oddly enough, while the article mentioned 
the need for privacy for folks like Chinese dissi-
dents, it didn’t address the fact that americans 
might want the same kind of protection.

there’s a reason for that, although not a 
very savory one. at the bottom of 
the piece, there was a graphic say-
ing “Presented by Verizon” followed 
by some teeny type that said “this 
article was written by an author con-
tracted by Verizon.”

as the DailyDot pointed out last tuesday, 
Verizon not only backs the site, but also sets 
its coverage agenda. and that agenda, accord-
ing to an email recruiting reporters for the site, 
did not include reporting on domestic spying 
and net neutrality, two of the most vital issues 
in technology. those subjects were off the table.

You can guess why. thanks to Edward 
snowden, we know that Verizon turned over 
the phone records of millions of people to the 
american government without their consent. 
and Verizon is hardly neutral on the issue of net 
neutrality, having successfully sued to keep the 
F.C.C. from blocking efforts to charge for a fast 
lane for data traffic.

after inquiries from various news media 
outlets, Verizon fed the editor who sent the re-
cruiting email into the wood chipper, saying, 
“Unlike the characterization by its new edi-
tor, sugarstring is open to all topics that fit its 
mission and elevate the conversation around 
technology.” When I contacted the company 
on Friday, they would not say if that elevated 
conversation would include domestic spying 
and net neutrality, but a spokeswoman sent a 

note saying, “Verizon believes this was a good, 
sound concept, but the execution was not what 
it should have been, and we’ll learn from it.”

Clearly, historical models of funding origi-
nal content are under duress, and a variety of 
efforts have emerged to innovate around that 
new reality: nonprofit news sites, digital news 
operations with low-cost approaches and yes, 
brands like Verizon that are also beginning to 
finance their own media operations.

the brand publishing that has emerged 
ranges from enlightening to harmless, with 
much of it arrayed over topics like extreme 
sports, small business advice or food and health. 
as my colleague stuart Elliott pointed out, Pep-
si is big into brand publishing, having come up 
with Green-Label.com, a lifestyle publication 
sponsored by Mountain Dew and produced by 
Pepsi along with Complex Media.

Complex is also producing the sugarstring 
site on behalf of Verizon. according to people 
who were part of the process, Verizon brought 
the idea to McGarryBowen, an ad agency, and 
it soon became clear that what the company 
wanted was not a brand campaign, but a media 
property with visibility in social platforms.

“It was odd — it just sort of showed up here, 
fully formed,” said a Complex employee not au-
thorized to speak publicly on the subject.

Coming up with credible consumer sites is 
complicated enough, but throw news into the 
mix and the degree of difficulty climbs, especial-
ly if your company is a behemoth with a reach 
into all aspects of technology.

Of the many attempts at new approaches 
to publishing — native advertising, custom con-
tent, sponsored content — sugarstring sets a 
new low. It was a bad idea with a pratfall of a 
rollout, a transparent attempt to project brand 
might into a very controversial conversation. 
the fact that the name of the corporation bring-
ing you the information is at the bottom of ev-
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By MARK SCOTT

LONDON — Poor cellphone
and Internet service is a fact of
life in many parts of Europe.

Less than a quarter of Euro-
peans can connect to high-speed
cellphone networks, compared
with about 90 percent of Ameri-
cans. And broadband connec-
tions are often painstakingly
sluggish.

But the prices here for these
services are among the lowest in
the world. Europeans spend an
average of $38 for a monthly cell-
phone contract, about half of
what Americans pay on average,
according to the Groupe Speciale
Mobile Association, an industry
group.

Now, though, the region’s top
policy makers are set to change

that, giving investment and cost-
lier services higher priorities
than affordability and antitrust
worries.

The details of their plans are
expected take shape now that a
new European Commission, the
executive arm of the European
Union, began its five-year term
on Saturday. An outline is al-
ready forming, accompanied by a
frenzy of deal making.

The commission’s new digital
chiefs recently expressed sup-
port for plans that would loosen
the region’s strict rules on tele-
com mergers. 

Several national politicians, in-
cluding Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel of Germany, are also willing
to see bigger telecom operators
— many of which are former
state monopolies — pick off
smaller, less-profitable rivals.

“We need to create a less frag-
mented market and incentivize
private companies to make the
necessary investments,” Andrus
Ansip, Europe’s new vice presi-
dent for the digital single market,
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By LESLIE KAUFMAN

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Last week, with
the midterm elections fast approaching,
the conservative website Independent
Journal Review was not focused on the
control of the Senate or crucial statehouse
races. Instead, it led its home page with a
gruesome beheading on Long Island and a
video of a belligerent drunk being arrested
at a Dallas airport.

But sprinkled throughout the attention-
grabbing fare was a steady stream of arti-
cles critical of President Obama and other
Democrats. “Obama’s schedule from today
shows how toxic he is to Democrats run-
ning for Senate,” read one headline. An-
other asked, “Did Hillary intentionally talk
over a crowd singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
her?” (The sub-headline: “If elected presi-
dent, she would be the second oldest in his-
tory.”)

IJReview, a two-year-old site started by
a pair of Republican operatives, has
emerged as one of the most popular online
destinations for conservatives. The site
mixes entertaining, shareable topics like
pets through a conservative-values lens
(for example, a recent piece about a dog
helping to heal a sick veteran) with articles
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By ALEXANDRA ALTER

The heroine of “Find Me I’m
Yours,” a new novel by Hillary Car-
lip, is a quirky young woman named
Mags who works at an online bridal
magazine and is searching for love in
Los Angeles.

But the story also has another, less
obvious protagonist: Sweet’N Low,
the artificial sweetener.

Sweet’N Low appears several
times in the 356-page story, in subtle
and not-so-subtle ways. In one scene,
Mags, a Sweet’N Low devotee,
shows off her nails, which she has
painted to resemble the product’s
pink packets. In another, she gets
teased by a co-worker for putting
Sweet’N Low in her coffee. 

“Hellooo, isn’t it bad for you?” the
friend asks. Mags replies that she
has researched the claims online and
found studies showing that the prod-
uct is safe: “They fed lab rats twen-
ty-five hundred packets of Sweet’N
Low a day … And still the F.D.A. or
E.P.A., or whatevs agency, couldn’t
connect the dots from any kind of
cancer in humans to my party in a
packet.”

The scene was brought to you by
the Cumberland Packing Corpora-
tion, the Brooklyn-based company
that makes Sweet’N Low. Cumber-
land Packing invested about $1.3 mil-
lion in “Find Me I’m Yours.”

Product placement in a novel
might strike some as unseemly. But
“Find Me, I’m Yours” is not like most
novels. It’s an e-book, a series of
websites and web TV shows, and a
vehicle for content sponsored by
companies. And if it succeeds, it 
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Hillary Carlip, left, and Maxine Lapi-
duss co-founded Storyverse Studios,
the multimedia entertainment compa-
ny behind “Find Me I’m Yours.”
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On Tuesday, Mr. Dell will show what he has been up to
since the seven-month struggle with Mr. Icahn ended last
year. At a coming-out party in Austin, Tex., for the new Dell,
Mr. Dell will try to persuade people that his company is
about far more than the personal computers and computer
servers it has been known for, with products intended for
things as varied as the cloud computing networks of global
enterprises and handy personal devices.

It is a transformation Mr. Dell says he actually started
six years ago, spending $18 billion on 40 acquisitions, infuri-
ating investors like Mr. Icahn and confounding industry an-

By QUENTIN HARDY

A year after spending $24.9 billion taking his computer
company private, Michael S. Dell is gleeful to have his
namesake firm to himself. And to be done with Wall Street.

“This morning on the treadmill I was watching Bloom-
berg and CNBC, all the circus clowns,” Mr. Dell said in a re-
cent interview. His disdain for investment advice as en-
tertainment is obvious — so obvious that no one should
have been surprised that to get away from Wall Street’s in-
fluence, Mr. Dell endured a monthslong, often personal
campaign for a higher shareholder buyout price by the cor-
porate raider Carl C. Icahn.

DAMON WINTER/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dell’s Life After Wall Street
Michael Dell put up a long fight to take his company

private again. Now he has to make it successful.
On Tuesday, Mi-
chael Dell will
present his com-
pany’s plan for
its shareholder-
free future.

Continued on Page 8
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news media outlets, Verizon fed
the editor who sent the recruiting
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By MARK SCOTT

LONDON — Poor cellphone
and Internet service is a fact of
life in many parts of Europe.

Less than a quarter of Euro-
peans can connect to high-speed
cellphone networks, compared
with about 90 percent of Ameri-
cans. And broadband connec-
tions are often painstakingly
sluggish.

But the prices here for these
services are among the lowest in
the world. Europeans spend an
average of $38 for a monthly cell-
phone contract, about half of
what Americans pay on average,
according to the Groupe Speciale
Mobile Association, an industry
group.

Now, though, the region’s top
policy makers are set to change

that, giving investment and cost-
lier services higher priorities
than affordability and antitrust
worries.

The details of their plans are
expected take shape now that a
new European Commission, the
executive arm of the European
Union, began its five-year term
on Saturday. An outline is al-
ready forming, accompanied by a
frenzy of deal making.

The commission’s new digital
chiefs recently expressed sup-
port for plans that would loosen
the region’s strict rules on tele-
com mergers. 

Several national politicians, in-
cluding Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel of Germany, are also willing
to see bigger telecom operators
— many of which are former
state monopolies — pick off
smaller, less-profitable rivals.

“We need to create a less frag-
mented market and incentivize
private companies to make the
necessary investments,” Andrus
Ansip, Europe’s new vice presi-
dent for the digital single market,
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over affordability and
antitrust concerns.

By LESLIE KAUFMAN

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Last week, with
the midterm elections fast approaching,
the conservative website Independent
Journal Review was not focused on the
control of the Senate or crucial statehouse
races. Instead, it led its home page with a
gruesome beheading on Long Island and a
video of a belligerent drunk being arrested
at a Dallas airport.

But sprinkled throughout the attention-
grabbing fare was a steady stream of arti-
cles critical of President Obama and other
Democrats. “Obama’s schedule from today
shows how toxic he is to Democrats run-
ning for Senate,” read one headline. An-
other asked, “Did Hillary intentionally talk
over a crowd singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
her?” (The sub-headline: “If elected presi-
dent, she would be the second oldest in his-
tory.”)

IJReview, a two-year-old site started by
a pair of Republican operatives, has
emerged as one of the most popular online
destinations for conservatives. The site
mixes entertaining, shareable topics like
pets through a conservative-values lens
(for example, a recent piece about a dog
helping to heal a sick veteran) with articles

A Young Website
Catches the Eyes
Of Conservatives
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By ALEXANDRA ALTER

The heroine of “Find Me I’m
Yours,” a new novel by Hillary Car-
lip, is a quirky young woman named
Mags who works at an online bridal
magazine and is searching for love in
Los Angeles.

But the story also has another, less
obvious protagonist: Sweet’N Low,
the artificial sweetener.

Sweet’N Low appears several
times in the 356-page story, in subtle
and not-so-subtle ways. In one scene,
Mags, a Sweet’N Low devotee,
shows off her nails, which she has
painted to resemble the product’s
pink packets. In another, she gets
teased by a co-worker for putting
Sweet’N Low in her coffee. 

“Hellooo, isn’t it bad for you?” the
friend asks. Mags replies that she
has researched the claims online and
found studies showing that the prod-
uct is safe: “They fed lab rats twen-
ty-five hundred packets of Sweet’N
Low a day … And still the F.D.A. or
E.P.A., or whatevs agency, couldn’t
connect the dots from any kind of
cancer in humans to my party in a
packet.”

The scene was brought to you by
the Cumberland Packing Corpora-
tion, the Brooklyn-based company
that makes Sweet’N Low. Cumber-
land Packing invested about $1.3 mil-
lion in “Find Me I’m Yours.”

Product placement in a novel
might strike some as unseemly. But
“Find Me, I’m Yours” is not like most
novels. It’s an e-book, a series of
websites and web TV shows, and a
vehicle for content sponsored by
companies. And if it succeeds, it 

E-Book Mingles Love and Product Placement
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Hillary Carlip, left, and Maxine Lapi-
duss co-founded Storyverse Studios,
the multimedia entertainment compa-
ny behind “Find Me I’m Yours.”
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On Tuesday, Mr. Dell will show what he has been up to
since the seven-month struggle with Mr. Icahn ended last
year. At a coming-out party in Austin, Tex., for the new Dell,
Mr. Dell will try to persuade people that his company is
about far more than the personal computers and computer
servers it has been known for, with products intended for
things as varied as the cloud computing networks of global
enterprises and handy personal devices.

It is a transformation Mr. Dell says he actually started
six years ago, spending $18 billion on 40 acquisitions, infuri-
ating investors like Mr. Icahn and confounding industry an-

By QUENTIN HARDY

A year after spending $24.9 billion taking his computer
company private, Michael S. Dell is gleeful to have his
namesake firm to himself. And to be done with Wall Street.

“This morning on the treadmill I was watching Bloom-
berg and CNBC, all the circus clowns,” Mr. Dell said in a re-
cent interview. His disdain for investment advice as en-
tertainment is obvious — so obvious that no one should
have been surprised that to get away from Wall Street’s in-
fluence, Mr. Dell endured a monthslong, often personal
campaign for a higher shareholder buyout price by the cor-
porate raider Carl C. Icahn.

DAMON WINTER/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dell’s Life After Wall Street
Michael Dell put up a long fight to take his company

private again. Now he has to make it successful.
On Tuesday, Mi-
chael Dell will
present his com-
pany’s plan for
its shareholder-
free future.
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Last week, I read an interest-
ing article about how smart hard-
ware can allow users to browse
anonymously and thus foil snoop-
ing from governments. I found it

on what looked like a
nifty new technology
site called Sugar-
String. 

Oddly enough,
while the article men-
tioned the need for

privacy for folks like Chinese dis-
sidents, it didn’t address the fact
that Americans might want the
same kind of protection. 

There’s a reason for that, al-
though not a very savory one. At
the bottom of the piece, there was
a graphic saying “Presented by
Verizon” followed by some teeny
type that said “This article was
written by an author contracted
by Verizon.”

As the DailyDot pointed out
last Tuesday, Verizon not only
backs the site, but also sets its
coverage agenda. And that agen-
da, according to an email recruit-
ing reporters for the site, did not
include reporting on domestic
spying and net neutrality, two of
the most vital issues in technol-
ogy. Those subjects were off the
table. 

You can guess why. Thanks to
Edward Snowden, we know that
Verizon turned over the phone
records of millions of people to
the American government with-
out their consent. And Verizon is
hardly neutral on the issue of net
neutrality, having successfully
sued to keep the F.C.C. from
blocking efforts to charge for a
fast lane for data traffic. 

After inquiries from various
news media outlets, Verizon fed
the editor who sent the recruiting
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By MARK SCOTT

LONDON — Poor cellphone
and Internet service is a fact of
life in many parts of Europe.

Less than a quarter of Euro-
peans can connect to high-speed
cellphone networks, compared
with about 90 percent of Ameri-
cans. And broadband connec-
tions are often painstakingly
sluggish.

But the prices here for these
services are among the lowest in
the world. Europeans spend an
average of $38 for a monthly cell-
phone contract, about half of
what Americans pay on average,
according to the Groupe Speciale
Mobile Association, an industry
group.

Now, though, the region’s top
policy makers are set to change

that, giving investment and cost-
lier services higher priorities
than affordability and antitrust
worries.

The details of their plans are
expected take shape now that a
new European Commission, the
executive arm of the European
Union, began its five-year term
on Saturday. An outline is al-
ready forming, accompanied by a
frenzy of deal making.

The commission’s new digital
chiefs recently expressed sup-
port for plans that would loosen
the region’s strict rules on tele-
com mergers. 

Several national politicians, in-
cluding Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel of Germany, are also willing
to see bigger telecom operators
— many of which are former
state monopolies — pick off
smaller, less-profitable rivals.

“We need to create a less frag-
mented market and incentivize
private companies to make the
necessary investments,” Andrus
Ansip, Europe’s new vice presi-
dent for the digital single market,
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A focus on quality
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antitrust concerns.

By LESLIE KAUFMAN

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Last week, with
the midterm elections fast approaching,
the conservative website Independent
Journal Review was not focused on the
control of the Senate or crucial statehouse
races. Instead, it led its home page with a
gruesome beheading on Long Island and a
video of a belligerent drunk being arrested
at a Dallas airport.

But sprinkled throughout the attention-
grabbing fare was a steady stream of arti-
cles critical of President Obama and other
Democrats. “Obama’s schedule from today
shows how toxic he is to Democrats run-
ning for Senate,” read one headline. An-
other asked, “Did Hillary intentionally talk
over a crowd singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
her?” (The sub-headline: “If elected presi-
dent, she would be the second oldest in his-
tory.”)

IJReview, a two-year-old site started by
a pair of Republican operatives, has
emerged as one of the most popular online
destinations for conservatives. The site
mixes entertaining, shareable topics like
pets through a conservative-values lens
(for example, a recent piece about a dog
helping to heal a sick veteran) with articles

A Young Website
Catches the Eyes
Of Conservatives
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By ALEXANDRA ALTER

The heroine of “Find Me I’m
Yours,” a new novel by Hillary Car-
lip, is a quirky young woman named
Mags who works at an online bridal
magazine and is searching for love in
Los Angeles.

But the story also has another, less
obvious protagonist: Sweet’N Low,
the artificial sweetener.

Sweet’N Low appears several
times in the 356-page story, in subtle
and not-so-subtle ways. In one scene,
Mags, a Sweet’N Low devotee,
shows off her nails, which she has
painted to resemble the product’s
pink packets. In another, she gets
teased by a co-worker for putting
Sweet’N Low in her coffee. 

“Hellooo, isn’t it bad for you?” the
friend asks. Mags replies that she
has researched the claims online and
found studies showing that the prod-
uct is safe: “They fed lab rats twen-
ty-five hundred packets of Sweet’N
Low a day … And still the F.D.A. or
E.P.A., or whatevs agency, couldn’t
connect the dots from any kind of
cancer in humans to my party in a
packet.”

The scene was brought to you by
the Cumberland Packing Corpora-
tion, the Brooklyn-based company
that makes Sweet’N Low. Cumber-
land Packing invested about $1.3 mil-
lion in “Find Me I’m Yours.”

Product placement in a novel
might strike some as unseemly. But
“Find Me, I’m Yours” is not like most
novels. It’s an e-book, a series of
websites and web TV shows, and a
vehicle for content sponsored by
companies. And if it succeeds, it 
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Hillary Carlip, left, and Maxine Lapi-
duss co-founded Storyverse Studios,
the multimedia entertainment compa-
ny behind “Find Me I’m Yours.”
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On Tuesday, Mr. Dell will show what he has been up to
since the seven-month struggle with Mr. Icahn ended last
year. At a coming-out party in Austin, Tex., for the new Dell,
Mr. Dell will try to persuade people that his company is
about far more than the personal computers and computer
servers it has been known for, with products intended for
things as varied as the cloud computing networks of global
enterprises and handy personal devices.

It is a transformation Mr. Dell says he actually started
six years ago, spending $18 billion on 40 acquisitions, infuri-
ating investors like Mr. Icahn and confounding industry an-

By QUENTIN HARDY

A year after spending $24.9 billion taking his computer
company private, Michael S. Dell is gleeful to have his
namesake firm to himself. And to be done with Wall Street.

“This morning on the treadmill I was watching Bloom-
berg and CNBC, all the circus clowns,” Mr. Dell said in a re-
cent interview. His disdain for investment advice as en-
tertainment is obvious — so obvious that no one should
have been surprised that to get away from Wall Street’s in-
fluence, Mr. Dell endured a monthslong, often personal
campaign for a higher shareholder buyout price by the cor-
porate raider Carl C. Icahn.

DAMON WINTER/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dell’s Life After Wall Street
Michael Dell put up a long fight to take his company

private again. Now he has to make it successful.
On Tuesday, Mi-
chael Dell will
present his com-
pany’s plan for
its shareholder-
free future.
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Last week, I read an interest-
ing article about how smart hard-
ware can allow users to browse
anonymously and thus foil snoop-
ing from governments. I found it

on what looked like a
nifty new technology
site called Sugar-
String. 

Oddly enough,
while the article men-
tioned the need for

privacy for folks like Chinese dis-
sidents, it didn’t address the fact
that Americans might want the
same kind of protection. 

There’s a reason for that, al-
though not a very savory one. At
the bottom of the piece, there was
a graphic saying “Presented by
Verizon” followed by some teeny
type that said “This article was
written by an author contracted
by Verizon.”

As the DailyDot pointed out
last Tuesday, Verizon not only
backs the site, but also sets its
coverage agenda. And that agen-
da, according to an email recruit-
ing reporters for the site, did not
include reporting on domestic
spying and net neutrality, two of
the most vital issues in technol-
ogy. Those subjects were off the
table. 

You can guess why. Thanks to
Edward Snowden, we know that
Verizon turned over the phone
records of millions of people to
the American government with-
out their consent. And Verizon is
hardly neutral on the issue of net
neutrality, having successfully
sued to keep the F.C.C. from
blocking efforts to charge for a
fast lane for data traffic. 

After inquiries from various
news media outlets, Verizon fed
the editor who sent the recruiting
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By MARK SCOTT

LONDON — Poor cellphone
and Internet service is a fact of
life in many parts of Europe.

Less than a quarter of Euro-
peans can connect to high-speed
cellphone networks, compared
with about 90 percent of Ameri-
cans. And broadband connec-
tions are often painstakingly
sluggish.

But the prices here for these
services are among the lowest in
the world. Europeans spend an
average of $38 for a monthly cell-
phone contract, about half of
what Americans pay on average,
according to the Groupe Speciale
Mobile Association, an industry
group.

Now, though, the region’s top
policy makers are set to change

that, giving investment and cost-
lier services higher priorities
than affordability and antitrust
worries.

The details of their plans are
expected take shape now that a
new European Commission, the
executive arm of the European
Union, began its five-year term
on Saturday. An outline is al-
ready forming, accompanied by a
frenzy of deal making.

The commission’s new digital
chiefs recently expressed sup-
port for plans that would loosen
the region’s strict rules on tele-
com mergers. 

Several national politicians, in-
cluding Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel of Germany, are also willing
to see bigger telecom operators
— many of which are former
state monopolies — pick off
smaller, less-profitable rivals.

“We need to create a less frag-
mented market and incentivize
private companies to make the
necessary investments,” Andrus
Ansip, Europe’s new vice presi-
dent for the digital single market,
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By LESLIE KAUFMAN

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Last week, with
the midterm elections fast approaching,
the conservative website Independent
Journal Review was not focused on the
control of the Senate or crucial statehouse
races. Instead, it led its home page with a
gruesome beheading on Long Island and a
video of a belligerent drunk being arrested
at a Dallas airport.

But sprinkled throughout the attention-
grabbing fare was a steady stream of arti-
cles critical of President Obama and other
Democrats. “Obama’s schedule from today
shows how toxic he is to Democrats run-
ning for Senate,” read one headline. An-
other asked, “Did Hillary intentionally talk
over a crowd singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
her?” (The sub-headline: “If elected presi-
dent, she would be the second oldest in his-
tory.”)

IJReview, a two-year-old site started by
a pair of Republican operatives, has
emerged as one of the most popular online
destinations for conservatives. The site
mixes entertaining, shareable topics like
pets through a conservative-values lens
(for example, a recent piece about a dog
helping to heal a sick veteran) with articles
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By ALEXANDRA ALTER

The heroine of “Find Me I’m
Yours,” a new novel by Hillary Car-
lip, is a quirky young woman named
Mags who works at an online bridal
magazine and is searching for love in
Los Angeles.

But the story also has another, less
obvious protagonist: Sweet’N Low,
the artificial sweetener.

Sweet’N Low appears several
times in the 356-page story, in subtle
and not-so-subtle ways. In one scene,
Mags, a Sweet’N Low devotee,
shows off her nails, which she has
painted to resemble the product’s
pink packets. In another, she gets
teased by a co-worker for putting
Sweet’N Low in her coffee. 

“Hellooo, isn’t it bad for you?” the
friend asks. Mags replies that she
has researched the claims online and
found studies showing that the prod-
uct is safe: “They fed lab rats twen-
ty-five hundred packets of Sweet’N
Low a day … And still the F.D.A. or
E.P.A., or whatevs agency, couldn’t
connect the dots from any kind of
cancer in humans to my party in a
packet.”

The scene was brought to you by
the Cumberland Packing Corpora-
tion, the Brooklyn-based company
that makes Sweet’N Low. Cumber-
land Packing invested about $1.3 mil-
lion in “Find Me I’m Yours.”

Product placement in a novel
might strike some as unseemly. But
“Find Me, I’m Yours” is not like most
novels. It’s an e-book, a series of
websites and web TV shows, and a
vehicle for content sponsored by
companies. And if it succeeds, it 
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Hillary Carlip, left, and Maxine Lapi-
duss co-founded Storyverse Studios,
the multimedia entertainment compa-
ny behind “Find Me I’m Yours.”
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On Tuesday, Mr. Dell will show what he has been up to
since the seven-month struggle with Mr. Icahn ended last
year. At a coming-out party in Austin, Tex., for the new Dell,
Mr. Dell will try to persuade people that his company is
about far more than the personal computers and computer
servers it has been known for, with products intended for
things as varied as the cloud computing networks of global
enterprises and handy personal devices.

It is a transformation Mr. Dell says he actually started
six years ago, spending $18 billion on 40 acquisitions, infuri-
ating investors like Mr. Icahn and confounding industry an-

By QUENTIN HARDY

A year after spending $24.9 billion taking his computer
company private, Michael S. Dell is gleeful to have his
namesake firm to himself. And to be done with Wall Street.

“This morning on the treadmill I was watching Bloom-
berg and CNBC, all the circus clowns,” Mr. Dell said in a re-
cent interview. His disdain for investment advice as en-
tertainment is obvious — so obvious that no one should
have been surprised that to get away from Wall Street’s in-
fluence, Mr. Dell endured a monthslong, often personal
campaign for a higher shareholder buyout price by the cor-
porate raider Carl C. Icahn.
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private again. Now he has to make it successful.
On Tuesday, Mi-
chael Dell will
present his com-
pany’s plan for
its shareholder-
free future.
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ery story, not the top, is an attempt to hide the 
fundamental intent.

“I think they overlooked the first rule of 
storytelling, which is to not deceive the reader,” 
said shane snow, the co-founder of Contently, 
which helps brands produce media of their own. 
“the exposure they were seeking ended up be-
ing negative.”

What had been an attempt by Verizon to 
build engagement and relevance had precisely 
the opposite effect, coming off as a kind of as-
troturfing — grass roots that are anything but 
— rendered in pixels. the broadly skeptical 
response to the site serves as a reminder that 
publishing looks easy, but is filled with peril.

But if brands are less willing to just slap 
expensive ads onto sites they have no control 
over, how is smart, good content going to be 
underwritten? the Center for Public Integrity 
and ProPublica have both demonstrated sus-
tainable nonprofit approaches to significant 
national news. But First Look Media, begun a 
little over a year ago with lots of fanfare and a 
respected backer — Pierre Omidyar, founder of 
eBay — seems to be having significant trouble; 

last week Matt taibbi resigned amid 
talk of corporate bureaucracy over-
whelming journalism.

If you are thinking there must 
be some way for corporations to en-
rich the civic debate through publish-
ing, you’re right. Five years ago this 
Monday, I met with Evan smith, who 
was just starting the texas tribune. 
He suggested that as newspapers re-
treated, Republicans and Democrats, 
corporations and foundations, govern-
ment and the private sector would get 
behind a nonpartisan news site to cov-
er texas state politics.

It sounded far-fetched at the time, 
but it all came true and then some. Five 
years later, the texas tribune has 
raised $27 million from people, foun-
dations and corporations including 
Exxon, Walmart and at&t. It has built 
the largest newsroom in the country 
covering any statehouse and created a 
thriving events business. While other 
nonprofit news efforts have tumbled, 
the texas tribune has $6 million in 
annual revenues and $2.5 million in the 

bank, according to Mr. smith.
the company will announce Monday that 

it is opening a Washington bureau backed by 
the Hewlett Foundation, reversing a trend of 
regional flight from the capital. the nonprofit 
site now has 50 full-time staff members doing 
work that any media outlet would be proud 
of, including a 15-part series on how the shale 
boom has affected life in texas and a huge se-
ries on the private conflicts of a part-time leg-
islature, with a companion data project called 
the Ethics Explorer.

Its live stream of a filibuster by state sena-
tor Wendy Davis became a national sensation, 
while its events calendar has included statewide 
conversations with Governor Rick Perry, sena-
tor ted Cruz and Ms. Davis, among many others.

“It sounds very corny, but we always be-
lieved that there was a place where people of 
unlike minds could put down their weapons, get 
in a room and hash stuff out,” Mr. smith said.

It’s not all hunky dory. the tribune had a 
twice-a-week distribution agreement with the 
New York times in which its work was part 
of the printed paper in texas. On Friday, Mr. 
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could usher in a new business
model for publishers, one that
blurs the lines between art and
commerce in ways that are rou-
tine in TV shows and movies but
rare in books.  

When RosettaBooks publishes
“Find Me I’m Yours” as an
e-book on Monday, it will be sold
through all the major digital re-
tail channels — Amazon, Apple’s
iBook store, Barnes & Noble’s
Nook store and Kobo. 

But RosettaBooks is also try-
ing to bridge the digital and phys-
ical divide by marketing the $6.99
e-book with postcard-size cards
marked with codes that readers
can use to download the book.
The cards allow e-book creators
to market and sell digital books in
physical retail stores, hand them
out at promotional events and
give them away to readers. 

The cards are also a way for
authors to attract corporate spon-
sors. Since publishers can print
different batches with special
codes, a company could buy
10,000 cards to give away, with
brand-specific sponsored content
that would be bundled with an
e-book. RosettaBooks is printing
an initial batch of 15,000 cards for
“Find Me I’m Yours.”

And because the e-book cards
are marked with individual
download codes, they offer ac-
cess to detailed information on
how readers engage with the
book, including how much time
they spend immersed in it, how
far into the story they read and
whether they reread certain pas-
sages. “It delivers high-power
analytics, which is much more
valuable to advertisers,” said Ar-
thur Klebanoff, the RosettaBooks
chief executive. 

RosettaBooks — an independ-
ent digital publisher that offers
works by Kurt Vonnegut and Ar-
thur C. Clarke as well as non-
fiction books about history,
health and current events — is
one of several publishers experi-
menting with e-book cards. 

HarperCollins, Simon & Schus-
ter and Open Road Integrated
Media are also testing e-book
cards as a way to sell or give
away digital books at author
events and conferences, and — in
a few cases — offer them in retail
stores. RosettaBooks has already
printed e-book cards for a hand-
ful of nonfiction titles, and has
distributed about 100,000 of the
cards at conferences, college
campuses and author events. 

“Find Me I’m Yours” was con-
ceived as click bait from the start.
Ms. Carlip, the author of four oth-
er books, including “Girl Power:
Young Women Speak Out,” set
out to write an interactive multi-
media narrative packed original
videos and with links to websites
that enhanced the story. 

The novel, a romantic comedy,
centers on Mags, a quirky, strug-
gling artist in Los Angeles who is
heartbroken after she discovers
her boyfriend cheated on her.
When she finds a videotaped
message from a handsome
stranger, she is convinced they
are soul mates and sets out on a
scavenger hunt to find him. 

To flesh out the fictional world,
Ms. Carlip built 33 websites that
connect to the story line, with
dedicated themes like spiritual-
ity, weddings, goofy pet photos
and videos, and public apologies. 

As readers progress through
the story, they can click on Brid-
alville, the bridal humor website
where Mags works, and read ar-
ticles and watch videos, or visit
Freak4mypet.com, a site where
Mags’s ex-boyfriend posts photos
of her dogs (and where readers
can post their own funny pet im-
ages and videos). The e-book fea-
tures videos of an actor portray-
ing the mysterious, attractive
stranger as part of her scavenger
hunt. 

The sites are intended to host
sponsored content — a pet food
company might sponsor an ani-
mated series on Freak4mypet,
for example — as well as user-
generated material. In the novel,
for example, Mags’s ex-boyfriend
builds a website to apologize for
cheating on her, and readers can
visit the site Ms. Carlip built and
post their own confessions.

“Find Me I’m Yours” has taken
three years and $400,000 to de-
velop. It is the first project to
come out of Storyverse Studios,
an entertainment company Ms.
Carlip co-founded this year with
Maxine Lapiduss, a TV producer
and writer for shows including
“Roseanne,” “Ellen” and “Dhar-
ma & Greg.” They run the busi-
ness, which has 35 writers, web
developers and a social media
team, from several bungalows in
Studio City in Los Angeles. 

The investment from Cumber-
land Packing, their first big cor-
porate sponsor, helped pay for
the development of the websites,
and the company is sponsoring a
fan art contest. Ms. Carlip is
working on a sequel to “Find Me
I’m Yours,” and Storyverse Stu-
dios is developing several com-
edy web series and a reality show
that link back to the novel.

Ms. Lapiduss said that in addi-
tion to the sponsorship deal with
Cumberland Packing, negotia-
tions were underway with five
other large companies, including
automakers and food and bever-
age producers. Ms. Lapiduss and
Ms. Carlip say the readers they
are seeking to reach — young
women — are brand conscious
consumers who won’t be put off
by copious mentions of products. 

The novel is littered with brand
names — the main character
rides a Vespa and drinks Red
Bull (the companies behind those
products are not sponsors). And
Ms. Carlip said Sweet’N Low was
in the novel before Cumberland
Packing was approached about
becoming a sponsor, but the
product’s role was beefed up af-
ter a deal was reached.

Steven Eisenstadt, the presi-
dent and chief executive of Cum-
berland Packing, said he saw
“Find Me I’m Yours” as a way to
reach younger, female consum-
ers and to combat “latent myths”
about the health risks associated
with artificial sweeteners. He
said he was particularly excited
about integrating his company’s
products into the story line, rath-
er than delivering the message
through an outright ad. 

He said he especially liked the
idea of having a main character
who loves Sweet’N Low and has
to defend her use of it. To help
shape the scene, the company
showed Ms. Carlip some of the re-
search Mags cites when she ar-
gues that the product is safe.

“It seemed like a more modern
version of product placement on
TV,” he said. “They’re cleverly
and carefully having a product
written into the story, but doing it
in a way that didn’t tarnish the
integrity of the piece.”

E-Book Mingles Love
And Product Pitches

From First Business Page

about politics and policy. 
“It’s like if you crossed Red-

State with BuzzFeed,” said Alex
Castellanos, a Republican politi-
cal consultant and an adviser to
IJReview.

IJReview has roughly 24 mil-
lion unique visitors a month, ac-
cording to the most recent Quant-
cast rankings. Its traffic exceeds
that of more seasoned right-wing
sites like the Drudge Report,
Newsmax and Breitbart News,
and is not far behind other con-
servative brands like Fox News
and TheBlaze.

The site’s founders, Alex Ska-
tell and Phil Musser, say that its
popularity comes from having
mastered “social sharing” on
websites like Facebook and Goo-
gle. They boast of the ability to
generate maximum traffic from a
minimum number of articles. In
August, for instance, IJReview
received 14 million shares on
Facebook from just 646 articles,
according to NewsWhip, a site
that tracks social sharing. By
contrast, Huffington Post, the
leader in Facebook shares, had
four times as many shares at
nearly 55 million, but with 38
times as many articles. 

Such a model has economic ad-
vantages. IJReview generates
revenues in the low seven figures
a month, up 500 percent from this
time a year ago, the men said.
The Media Group will earn reve-
nue of $30 million this year, they
said. While they declined to dis-
close their bottom line, Mr. Muss-
er said, “we have been profitable
from Day 1.”

When Mr. Skatell, a former
digital director of the National
Republican Senatorial Commit-
tee, looked to start a site after the
2012 election, he saw a huge gap
in reaching what he calls “a more
mainstream center-right audi-
ence.” He teamed with Mr. Muss-
er, a former executive director of
the Republican Governors Asso-
ciation. The two “bonded over be-
ing generally dispirited about our
party’s approach to all things
digital,” Mr. Musser said. 

They pledged to change things.
“We shared a goal of building a
new ecosystem to communicate
our message,” Mr. Musser said,
“and to develop practitioners

who could deliver it.” Mr. Skatell,
28, had already earned a rep-
utation as a digital wunderkind in
the Republican Party. At 22, he
started the Republican Gover-
nors Association’s first Facebook
page and increased online fund-
raising.

He had also started his own
Facebook page, called Conserva-
tive Daily, that aggregated
stories across the web. Mr. Ska-
tell experimented with how to
promote the page (including paid
ads), and it took off, inspiring him
to start IJReview as an independ-
ent website.

Using $40,000 he had saved
from a game app he made in col-
lege and $20,000 from his par-
ents, he hired Bert Atkinson, a
friend known as Bubba who had
been working as a waiter, as edi-
tor and chief writer. 

While the site continued re-
packaging content from others
with eye-catching headlines, Mr.
Atkinson and a growing staff be-
gan adding their own content too,
like amusing explainers of cur-
rent events. They also began to
be fed content by readers. When
Mr. Obama told a factory worker
at a plant that he had been using
Obamacare the wrong way, IJRe-
view received a video of the ex-
change and posted it. 

In 2013, Mr. Skatell joined with

Mr. Musser to build a larger com-
pany. At the time, IJReview was
still receiving fewer than two mil-
lion unique viewers a month. The
men started to focus on audience
development.

“We put more of an emphasis
on watching how our audience
responded to certain content,
tracking real-time analytics
much more closely, and lastly re-
investing in growing our distribu-
tion channels: Facebook and
email lists,” Mr. Skatell said.

A breakthrough insight was
figuring out that if they could
identify readers who felt strongly
about health care and alert them
to all their Affordable Care Act
articles, there was a higher likeli-
hood they would share them.
Putting the right content in front
of the right audience became
their mantra. Traffic took off.
“There is an art and science to
this,” Mr. Musser said.

IJReview’s roughly 30 report-
ers and editors work from an
open-office space in Old Town Al-
exandria, Va. At a recent news
meeting, the young staff mem-
bers sat on beanbags while brain-
storming how to compare the
Obama administration to charac-
ters in the 1990s sitcom “The
Fresh Prince of Bel Air.” (The
idea never panned out.) The half-
dozen reporters at the meeting

said they did not do reporting
outside the office, although one
ventured she would look up
something health-related on the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention website.

The IJReview’s lighter ap-
proach belies the deep political
focus in the rest of Mr. Skatell’s
and Mr. Musser’s business, Me-
dia Group of America. The 62-
employee company also runs
IMGE, a digital consulting firm
for Republican candidates and
corporate clients, and IMGE
Labs, which builds technical tools
like mobile apps for clients, also
largely Republican campaigns.

Mr. Skatell and Mr. Musser
said they plan for the site to wid-
en its reach by becoming a plat-
form for other viewpoints — in-
cluding Democrats. That could
alienate their core readers, but
they say they believe that will not
happen because of their ability to
target specific content to specific
readers. 

For now, their audience re-
flects the typical conservative
base, with an outsize share of
readers under 18 and over 45. A
broader base would be good for
politics and good for business.
“This isn’t just a Republican pri-
mary voter play,” said Mr. Caste-
llanos, the consultant. “It is much
bigger and more valuable.”
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Bert Atkinson, left, editor in chief of the Independent Journal Review, meeting with colleagues.

email into the wood chipper, say-
ing, “Unlike the characterization
by its new editor, SugarString is
open to all topics that fit its mis-
sion and elevate the conversation
around technology.” When I con-
tacted the company on Friday,
they would not say if that elevat-
ed conversation would include
domestic spying and net neutral-
ity, but a spokeswoman sent a
note saying, “Verizon believes
this was a good, sound concept,
but the execution was not what it
should have been, and we’ll learn
from it.”

Clearly, historical models of
funding original content are un-
der duress, and a variety of ef-
forts have emerged to innovate
around that new reality: nonprof-
it news sites, digital news opera-
tions with low-cost approaches
and yes, brands like Verizon that
are also beginning to finance
their own media operations. 

The brand publishing that has
emerged ranges from enlighten-
ing to harmless, with much of it
arrayed over topics like extreme
sports, small business advice or
food and health. As my colleague
Stuart Elliot pointed out, Pepsi is
big into brand publishing, having
come up with Green-Label.com, a
lifestyle publication sponsored by
Mountain Dew and produced by
Pepsi along with Complex Media.

Complex is also producing the
SugarString site on behalf of Ve-
rizon. According to people who
were part of the process, Verizon
brought the idea to McGarryBo-
wen, an ad agency, and it soon
became clear that what the com-
pany wanted was not a brand
campaign, but a media property
with visibility in social platforms.

“It was odd — it just sort of
showed up here, fully formed,”
said a Complex employee not au-
thorized to speak publicly on the
subject. 

Coming up with credible con-
sumer sites is complicated
enough, but throw news into the
mix and the degree of difficulty
climbs, especially if your compa-
ny is a behemoth with a reach
into all aspects of technology. 

Of the many attempts at new
approaches to publishing — na-
tive advertising, custom content,
sponsored content — Sugar-
String sets a new low. It was a
bad idea with a pratfall of a roll-
out, a transparent attempt to
project brand might into a very
controversial conversation. The
fact that the name of the corpora-
tion bringing you the information
is at the bottom of every story,
not the top, is an attempt to hide
the fundamental intent. 

“I think they overlooked the
first rule of storytelling, which is
to not deceive the reader,” said
Shane Snow, the co-founder of
Contently, which helps brands
produce media of their own. “The
exposure they were seeking end-
ed up being negative.”

What had been an attempt by
Verizon to build engagement and
relevance had precisely the oppo-
site effect, coming off as a kind of
Astroturfing — grass roots that
are anything but — rendered in
pixels. The broadly skeptical re-
sponse to the site serves as a re-
minder that publishing looks
easy, but is filled with peril. 

But if brands are less willing to
just slap expensive ads onto sites
they have no control over, how is
smart, good content going to be
underwritten? The Center for
Public Integrity and ProPublica
have both demonstrated sustain-
able nonprofit approaches to sig-
nificant national news. But First
Look Media, begun a little over a
year ago with lots of fanfare and
a respected backer — Pierre
Omidyar, founder of eBay —
seems to be having significant

trouble; last week Matt Taibbi re-
signed amid talk of corporate bu-
reaucracy overwhelming journal-
ism. 

If you are thinking there must
be some way for corporations to
enrich the civic debate through
publishing, you’re right. Five
years ago this Monday, I met
with Evan Smith, who was just
starting The Texas Tribune. He
suggested that as newspapers re-
treated, Republicans and Demo-
crats, corporations and founda-
tions, government and the pri-
vate sector would get behind a
nonpartisan news site to cover
Texas state politics. 

It sounded far-fetched at the
time, but it all came true and then
some. Five years later, The Texas
Tribune has raised $27 million
from people, foundations and cor-
porations including Exxon, Wal-
mart and AT&T. It has built the
largest newsroom in the country
covering any statehouse and cre-
ated a thriving events business.
While other nonprofit news ef-
forts have tumbled, The Texas
Tribune has $6 million in annual
revenues and $2.5 million in the
bank, according to Mr. Smith. 

The company will announce
Monday that it is opening a
Washington bureau backed by
the Hewlett Foundation, revers-
ing a trend of regional flight from
the capital. The nonprofit site
now has 50 full-time staff mem-
bers doing work that any media
outlet would be proud of, includ-
ing a 15-part series on how the
shale boom has affected life in
Texas and a huge series on the
private conflicts of a part-time

legislature, with a companion
data project called The Ethics Ex-
plorer. 

Its live stream of a filibuster by
State Senator Wendy Davis be-
came a national sensation, while
its events calendar has included
statewide conversations with
Governor Rick Perry, Senator
Ted Cruz and Ms. Davis, among
many others. 

“It sounds very corny, but we
always believed that there was a
place where people of unlike
minds could put down their
weapons, get in a room and hash
stuff out,” Mr. Smith said. 

It’s not all hunky dory. The
Tribune had a twice-a-week dis-
tribution agreement with The
New York Times in which its
work was part of the printed pa-
per in Texas. On Friday, Mr.
Smith was notified that The
Times, as part of an effort to fo-
cus on its core business, would be
ending the relationship. 

But even that didn’t dent Mr.
Smith’s belief that innovation and
elbow grease will serve as a cor-
rective to all of the sad-sack talk
about news going away. The Trib-
une serves as proof that a local
site can combine news, data and
events into a three-legged stool
that stands on its own.

“Nonprofits rely on rich people
and corporations, and Texas has
a lot of both,” Mr. Smith said.
“But the people and companies
who contribute expect, and get
nothing more than, a firm hand-
shake and the knowledge that
they helped make Texas a little
smarter. They know we don’t put
a thumb on the scale, and they
don’t try to either.”

Contrast that with Verizon,
whose effort to dip a toe into pub-
lishing turned out to be all
thumbs. 
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Evan Smith, editor in chief of
the nonpartisan news organi-
zation The Texas Tribune,
with State Senator Wendy Da-
vis, above. The coverage agen-
da of SugarString, left, is set
by Verizon. 
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smith was notified that the times, as part of 
an effort to focus on its core business, would 
be ending the relationship.

But even that didn’t dent Mr. smith’s belief 
that innovation and elbow grease will serve as a 
corrective to all of the sad-sack talk about news 
going away. the tribune serves as proof that 
a local site can combine news, data and events 
into a three-legged stool that stands on its own.

“Nonprofits rely on rich people and corpo-

rations, and texas has a lot of both,” Mr. smith 
said. “But the people and companies who con-
tribute expect, and get nothing more than, a 
firm handshake and the knowledge that they 
helped make texas a little smarter. they know 
we don’t put a thumb on the scale, and they 
don’t try to either.”

Contrast that with Verizon, whose effort 
to dip a toe into publishing turned out to be  
all thumbs.   n


